Modeling data and knowledge in the EON guideline architecture.
Compared to guideline representation formalisms, data and knowledge modeling for clinical guidelines is a relatively neglected area. Yet it has enormous impact on the format and expressiveness of decision criteria that can be written, on the inferences that can be made from patient data, on the ease with which guidelines can be formalized, and on the method of integrating guideline-based decision-support services into implementation sites' information systems. We clarify the respective roles that data and knowledge modeling play in providing patient-specific decision support based on clinical guidelines. We show, in the context of the EON guideline architecture, how we use the Protégé-2000 knowledge-engineering environment to build (1) a patient-data information model, (2) a medical-specialty model, and (3) a guideline model that formalizes the knowledge needed to generate recommendations regarding clinical decisions and actions. We show how the use of such models allows development of alternative decision-criteria languages and allows systematic mapping of the data required for guideline execution from patient data contained in electronic medical record systems.